
Use cross-media research to
get more from your media mix
New techniques to measure the effect of combining media can improve your ad
campaign's return on investment, says Straford Rodrigues, Millward Brown

N OT MANY PEOPLE make a decis-
ion to buy a brand because of a sin-
gle ad they saw on TV or on a web-

site. As a result, not many marketing
campaigns use a single medium to com-
municate brand messages. The most pow-
erful communications campaigns com
bine a creative mix of multiple channels,
whether online, offline or below-the line.

But it has never been easy for advertis-
ers to know whether they have got the
mix right or understand how each differ-
ent element of an integrated campaign
works together to influence brand aware-
ness, loyalty or sales. As a result, planning
is much harder and advertisers never
know if their integrated campaigns are
working as effectively as they could.

Capturing the interaction that occurs
between different media to affect desired
brand objectives can solve this problem.
With expanding media choices, measur
ing the effectiveness across a broad range
of different media and touchpoints is
more important than ever as it can high-
light the significant variation in brand
appeal that can occur between channels.
But cross-media measurement is also
more challenging. As a result, most adver-
tisers have not really migrated away from
single-channel measurement.

Changing methods
It is perhaps because cross-media meas-
urement has the potential to change the
very nature of advertising planning and
measurement that there are a number of
barriers to overcome before its use is the
norm, rather than the exception. Since
advertisers tend to buy and manage their
communications activities in silos, imple-
menting a cross-media (therefore cross-
functional) measurement will never be
easy. There is also the need to account for
the inter-relationships between media in
these different areas, as well as other indir
ect factors impacting the media perform-
ance (such as word-of-mouth and season-
ality) to ensure the final assessment of the
performance of each is accurate.

Bringing all the different silos together
to assess the performance of all media and
brand influences at the same time and in
the same way is the way forward. This is

particularly the case since marketers are
under growing pressure to better integ-
rate their marketing communications
and prove accountability for all activities
in the mix, consumers are engaging with
more and more touchpoints, and re-
searchers are unearthing more inform-
ation about the synergies between differ-
ent types of media and developing new
methodologies that enable consistent
cross-media measurements.

So how does cross-media measure-
ment help to improve the holistic effect of
integrated campaigns? Clients often ask:
how did my overall campaign perform?
What was the contribution of the differ-
ent elements? What was their relative
cost-efficiency in delivering uplifts? How
did previous campaigns influence the
impact of this campaign?

Brand tracking gives some of the
answers - by relating spend on media
communications over time to move-
ments in brand measures -but it does not
adequately disentangle more granular
media effects, especially the direct impact
on final brand outcomes or the synergies
that exist between media contributions.
For example, the overall return from
digital media may be greater per pound
spent than other media, but a proportion
of this may be due to it working in syner-

gy with TV activity designed to help drive
traffic to the website.

Every media contributes to brand
objectives in its own way. Cross-media
research gives each media's specific con-
tribution, but does it using the same lan-
guage, so that the media mix can be more
easily contrasted and planned to meet
overall brand objectives more effectively
- whether to raise awareness, build brand
or achieve immediate sales uplifts.

Millward Brown's CrossMedia Re-
search database of norms shows how dif-
ferent media can work together to achieve
brand objectives. Analysis of 32 Cross-
Media studies in which the same media
were used in each campaign shows that,
on average, TV has a strong ability to build
brand awareness, online advertising per-
forms in a similar way to TV, and print is
relatively more likely to increase favour-
ability and purchase intent (Figure 1).

By measuring the effect of a campaign
across all media, brands can understand
which media is thriving and whether it is
achieving the desired results for cam-
paign objectives. It can also explain what
this means for individual media in the
mix against specific objectives - for exam-
ple, what mix of media is increasing 'like-
lihood to purchase'. It can then show
when is it doing this, and how (by increas-
ing reach, by increasing frequency or by
influencing different brand attitudes). It is
possible to break down the sample by
user groups (using demographics or
attitudinal data) to understand how dif-
ferent media make an impact on brand
perceptions and sales among these differ-
ent consumer types.

One brand wanted greater accountabil-
ity for media budgets through ROI meas-
urement and forward-looking recom-
mendations on how to make budgets
work harder. Cross-media measurement
showed the impact of all the different
media used in its campaign on specific
brand outcomes that had been set as cam-
paign objectives. While TV created the
strongest uplifts in emotional imagery
and newspapers delivered strongly
against rational messaging objectives,
magazines were able to deliver across
both emotional and rational objectives.
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Using media budget information, we
were able to factor in spend levels to deter-
mine that magazines were by far the most
efficient way to deliver both the rational
and emotional messages. We were also
able to establish the relative cost effic-
iency of increasing likelihood to buy the
brand among sub-groups as a result of the
media campaign. Re-contact interviews
were used to establish the relationship
between claimed purchasing and actual
in-market sales to complete the picture.
The results are a very useful input into the
brand and media planning process.

How does it work?
The research involves media campaign-
based questionnaires (specific to brand
objectives), tailored sampling and special-
ist analytics, using research inputs pre
and during/post campaign. By asking con-
sumers about their media consumption
habits in a consistent way within one self-
contained study, it is possible to convert
this information into a single exposure
metric (by medium) and compare directly
across media within the study-based
analysis. All media exposure estimates are
produced in the same way and come from
one source. This means comparisons are
fair, overcoming the usual 'apples to
pears' comparison problem faced by
cross-media measurement.

Measuring before as well as during/
post campaign is important to take into
account how people felt about the brand
before being exposed to the media. Other-
wise, there is a risk of wrongly attributing
a media effect to a group that was heavily
exposed to the media, when in fact, it
already had high levels of consideration as
the result of a previous campaign.

To illustrate the issue, Figure 2, which
measures respondents' average pre-cam-
paign brand scores from six different stud-
ies, shows the respondents who were
most heavily exposed to the campaign
were already much closer to the brand
before the campaign began. Taking out
the 'pre-disposition' factor will help to iso-
late the real campaign effect, which is par-
ticularly important when targeting peo-
ple who are more interested in the brand

I to start with (Figure 3).

It is also important to consider how
media exposure is being measured be-
cause it forms the basis for all cross-media
research and enables comparison of differ-
ent media types. There are different meth-
ods to measure exposure in every media,
some using recognition and some using
media consumption questions. Although
recognition can have its advantages, the
use of media consumption questions
tends to provide the most impartial and
complete estimate of media exposure. It is
not subject to misattribution in the way
recognition is. Further, recognition is
measuring the impact on people who
have already remembered the copy, so it is
more a measure of remembered effect
than actual media exposure.

You can determine where, when and

how many times individual respondents
are likely to have been exposed to the
media by marrying detailed media con-
sumption questions with the media spot
schedule. This would not be possible
using a recognition-based methodology
because it is not possible to estimate
frequency of exposure.

Individual respondents' media expos-
ure can be modelled against awareness,
consideration and other brand metrics. By
doing this, it's possible to disentangle the
impact and estimate diminishing returns
and effective frequency levels for each
campaign media. The return on invest-
ment is calculated by dividing the incre-
mental media uplift by the cost of media
to give a cost per percentage point uplift
for every media investment made. This
analysis allows us to provide powerful
guidance on the efficiency and optimum
mix of campaign media.

Education: the next step
The benefits of using cross-media cam-
paigns to build brands are clear, but many
marketers are a long way from under-
standing the synergies they provide and
using them to hone the efficiency of their
media investments. Despite the chal-
lenges, the relatively new concept of
cross-media measurement can have a pos-
itive impact on overall campaign efficien-
cy and effectiveness. By comparing the
contributions of all the different media
encountered along the consumer journey
to purchase on an 'apples for apples' basis,
it is possible to gain a better understand-
ing of which media, and which media
combinations, are contributing most to
the desired brand response. This can help
to guide future media budgets and ensure
that the return on marketing investment
is maximised.

Pulling together cross-functional
'teams and media campaigns, and taking a
broader view of media investments, will
enable many marketers to make long-
term cost efficiencies and improve return
on investment.
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